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Task 2 – Alignment with the EU Acquis in the 

Energy Sector

TASK 2

Alignment with the EU Acquis in 

the Energy Sector

4

Deliverables:

What do we want to achieve today?

Acquis Alignment Screening Report (SCR)

Regulatory Impact Assessment and Cost 

Benefit Analysis Report (RIA)

• Increase public awareness on acquis alignment 

in energy sector

• Increase the capacity of the participants on the 

EU Acquis

• Provide input for the following Regulatory Impact 

Assessment (RIA) Report
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Agenda – Day 2

Introduction 09:30 – 09:45

Overview of RIA Methodology 09:45 – 10:30

Coffee Break 10:30 – 11:00

Scenario Development Session – Part I 11:00 – 12:00

Lunch 12:00 – 13:00

Scenario Development Session – Part II 13:00 – 14:00

Coffee Break 14:00 – 14:30

Scenario Development Session – Part III 14:30 – 15:30
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Meet the Presenting Team
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RIA Methodology
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RIA: main prerogatives of the inception report

Objective

Approach

Result

1. 

Identification of 
the problem

2.

Definition of the 
policy objectives

3.

Identification of 
policy options

4. 

Impact 
assessment per 

option

5.

Comparison of 
the options

Private and Confidential

• Sub-task 2.3 shall complement the previous analysis and knowledge dissemination on 
rationale of EU energy regulation with a clear guidance on impacts of a potential 
implementation of (parts of) the EU Acquis in the energy sector in Turkish regulation. 

• Cost-benefits analyses (CBA) shall be an integral part of this Regulatory Impact 
Assessments (RIA) for each of  four regulatory areas (Energy Efficiency, Natural Gas, 
Electricity, Renewable Energy).

• The work will follow the EC’s Impact Assessment Guidelines in their latest version (currently 
SEC(2009) 92, January 2009) and will be comprised of the following steps:

• As laid out in the inception report, “a mainly qualitative approach” will be used, including: 

 Identifying the areas in which the proposed intervention is intended to produce benefits and 
costs as well as any potential unintended negative impacts 

 Assess and estimate the magnitude of each impact using ranges of estimates

 Assess the importance of the impacts on the basis of the preceding analysis 
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1. 

Identification of the 
problem

2.

Definition of the 
policy objectives

3.

Identification of 
policy options

4. 

Impact assessment

5.

Comparison of the 
options

EU regulatory framework for RIA 
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• The nature and 

extent of the 

problem

• Groups that are 

most affected 

should be 

identified 

Baseline scenario

• against which 

the intervention 

can be justified

• The baseline 

scenario should 

explain how the 

current situation 

is expected 

evolve without 

intervention

Three level:

1. General

objectives - relate 

to the overall 

impact that the 

intervention is 

expected to have 

over the medium 

to long term 

2. Specific

objectives - the 

immediate effects 

of the intervention

3. Operational 

objectives -

defined in terms of 

the deliverables of 

the actions

• SMART : 

- Specific,

- Measurable,

- Achievable,

- Realistic,

- Time-dependent

• Policy options must 

be closely linked 

back to the problem 

and the objectives

Scope:

• Extensive list of 

options vs. single 

scenario 

• Narrow down 

options – screening 

for technical or 

other constrains

• Distinguishing 

options on two 

levels: 

1. Options for the 

content of the 

intervention and

2. Options for the 

type of 

intervention 

(Regulation, 

Directive, 

Recommendation)

• Consider the impacts 

in terms of the net 

changes compared to 

the baseline scenario 

in those areas where 

desired outcomes 

have been identified

• Three Step 

Approach:

• Identification of the 

economic, social and 

environmental 

impacts

• Qualitative 

assessment of the 

more significant 

impacts

• In-depth qualitative 

and quantitative 

analysis of the most 

significant impacts; 

Administrative 

burdens; 

Simplification 

potential

• Compared in 

terms of costs 

and benefits of 

the various 

options

• All the relevant 

positive and 

negative 

impacts 

alongside each 

options



EU RIA - Matrix and Tools for Impact Analysis
When assessing relative impacts the EC suggests the use of an impact matrix which could take the 

following form:

1. The policy option is broken down into its main actions (these form the rows of the matrix)

2. The main types or categories of impact are identified and organized by the at the likehood at 

which they are to occur (the columns of the matrix)

3. The likelihood of the impact occurring is indicated in each cell (certain, probable, unlikely)

4. In each cell the impact as rated as positive, negative or uncertain and order of magnitude is given 

whenever possible

5. Each cell also contains a description of the main parties affected and the timescale over which the 

impact is likely to occur

Tools for Impact Analysis:

• EU guidelines are quite flexible and non-prescriptive over the most appropriate methods to use for 

impact analysis. Broadly speaking, and in the context of the Assessment to be undertaken, it gives two 

main approaches that may be used:

1. Qualitative Approach

2. Approximating numbers

 Quantitative models

 Use of reference sources

 Informed guesswork
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• How to identify main problems and objectives?

 In our adaptation of RIA scheme problems correspond to gaps already identified in the Screening 
Report.  Objectives are to close the gaps with respect to the Turkish legislation

• How to develop policy / adaptation options? 

 With respect to this particular IA the policy intervention –i.e. adaptation option- has already been well 
defined and, therefore, this can be considered, alone, in comparison to the baseline scenario.

 The EU approach means that the planned policy is assessed "in itself ", i.e. the IA consists in 
determining whether the planned measures  (adaptation options) are likely to achieve the general 
objectives stated in the same policy but does not question on the particular EU policy objectives.

• How to analyze the impact?

 The analysis centres on the creation of impact matrix – table based analysis (next slides)

 Identification of assumed links between planned reform measures and stated general policy 
objectives - based on economic theory with elaborating the likelihood of the impact and assessing if 
evidence can be found

 Estimating the impact based on qualitative and quantitative analyses - finding evidence of where the 
impact of certain measures/complexities of measures on the objective has been shown in practice.

Quantification will be adequately depicted where possible and meaningful with the aim of the IA 
(direction, extent and influence of the impact, and not about a precise levels).

• What is the format of RIA ?

 As common for EC IA scheme, the current RIA will be formulated as text with findings put into policy 
context in EU and Turkey
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Adaptation of RIA scheme – key considerations
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1. 

Identification of the 
gap

2.

Definition of the 
policy objectives

3.

Identification of 
adaption options

4. 

Impact assessment

5.

Comparison of the 
options

Framework for RIA of gap analysis  
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• The nature and 

extent of the gap

• Identify 

responsible 

actor / affected 

stakeholders

Baseline scenario

• Possible 

sensitivity 

analysis and risk 

assessment

• The baseline 

scenario should 

explain how the 

current situation 

is expected 

evolve without 

intervention

• Objectives in EU 

legislation 

corresponding to 

the identified gap

• Objectives of 

Turkish 

Government

Three level:

1. General – overall 

impact (high level)

2. Specific –

immediate effects 

of closing the gap

3. Operational – in 

terms of 

deliverables of the 

actions

‘SMART  objectives’

• Adaptionoptions

will be exclusively 

assessed in “itself” 

linked to closing the 

gaps

Scope:

• Predominantly 

based on means 

within the policy 

option  and vs. 

baseline scenario

• Screening for 

technical or other 

constrains

• Distinguishing 

options for content 

and type of 

intervention

• Consider the impacts 

in terms of the net 

changes compared to 

the baseline scenario 

in those areas where 

desired outcomes 

have been identified

• Three Step 

Approach:

• Identification of the 

economic, social and 

environmental 

impacts by setting 

key questions

• Qualitative 

assessment of the 

more significant 

impacts

• In-depth qualitative 

and quantitative 

analysis of the most 

significant impacts & 

administrative 

burdens

• Compared in 

terms of costs 

and benefits of 

the various 

options

• Compare the 

impacts on 

actors & 

stakeholders



Structure of RIA in the IPA MENR Project
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 We pursue a four step RIA approach

1st step: List of major gaps (input from Screening Report)

2nd step: Identify adaptation options (input from Screening Report)

3rd step: Table based regulatory impact analysis (RIA) –

With scope depending on gap

4th step: Report puts findings into policy context in EU and Turkey
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Example of applying RIA methodology
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Example of applying RIA (1) 

Private and Confidential

Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Gap identification Nature & Extent  BOTAŞ is the classical incumbent vertical integrated undertaking 

(VIU) in the Turkish gas sector while EU regulation requires the 

separation of transmission operations functions from supply 

activities. 

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 BOTAŞ 

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 Turkish DSOs

 Suppliers

 Customers

Baseline  Keep BOTAŞ as it is

Objectives EU objectives  Separation of transmission system operations from VIU.

EU Specifications  Remove incentives to discriminate

 Remove cross-subsidies between monopolistic network business 

and competitive parts

 Prevent excessive network tariffs

 Increase transparency and efficiency of tariffs and network access 

regulation

 Strengthen competition in natural gas

Turkish objectives
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Example of applying RIA (2)
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Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

1. Full ownership unbundling (OU)

2. Independent Transmission Operator (ITO)

3. Independent System Operator (ISO)

Constraints  NGML defines & targets full ownership unbundling?

 Failed gas contract release, replaced by volume 

release

 Concerns on gas supply security
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Example of applying RIA (3)
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Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Changes for actors & stakeholders / implementation

Adaptation Option 1 OU 2 ITO 3 ISO

 Turkish government

 EMRA Regulatory burden and required resources

 BOTAS

 Turkish  DSOs

 Suppliers

 Shippers

 Customers

Implementation steps
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Example of applying RIA (4)
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Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Impacts & causality

Adaptation Option 1 OU 2 ITO 3 ISO

Economic impact (industry & 

macroeconomy)

• Enhanced competition in wholesale (reduced scope for discrimination,

enhanced position of new entrants, fewer opportunities for cross-

subsidization)

• Better perfomance of network and management focus

• Cost of capital / investments

• Security of supply

Social impact (customers)  Expected positive impact on prices: cost reflective and transparent prices

 Real choice of supplier

 More effective regulation

Environmental impact  Not applicable

Proportionality  Despite considerable administrative changes, potential impacts (if positively 

valued) can be expected to outweigh regulatory and administrative cost

Administrative burdens  Change of law & regulatory process/monitoring

 One-off transaction costs
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Example of applying RIA (5)
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Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Evaluation of impact on actors & stakeholders

Adaptation Option 1 OU 2 ITO 3 ISO

 Turkish government

 EMRA ++ +/- -

 BOTAS – TSO ++ + +/-

 BOTAS – Trade&Supply

 Turkish  DSOs

 Suppliers

 Shippers ++ ++ ++

 Customers ++ ++ ++

EU metric

Turkish metric
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Scenario Development Session
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Market opening
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Market opening
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Gap: Free choice for consumers

Gap identification Nature & Extent  Market is factually not opened for residential consumers,

 There is no free choice of suppliers, and

 Distribution companies have local monopolies.

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 Competition Authority

 Suppliers (incl. new) 

 DSOs

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 BOTAŞ

 Customers

Baseline  Do nothing

Objectives EU objectives  Attract new suppliers and creating competition between suppliers

EU specifications  To decrease long term prices based on demand/supply dynamics 

and competition

 Customer switching

Turkish objectives • …
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Market opening
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Gap: Free choice for consumers

Policy options Regulatory Implementation of free choice of retail supplier for all 

natural gas end-users and 

Constraints  Settlement system

 Meter reading

 Greenfield regions

 Condition of balancing gas market

 Vertically integrated structure of current market

 Supply-demand balance

 Current tariff methodology (supplier of last resort tariffs, 

social tariffs, margins)

 Adequacy of penetration of residential sector
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Pricing
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Pricing

Private and Confidential

Gap: Fair and market based prices

Gap 

identification 

Nature & Extent  End-consumers at the retail level are paying back-to-back prices.

 BOTAŞ has a large impact on price and effectively influences gas prices 

sometimes below the cost-reflective level. I.e. prices are not subject to 

market (demand/supply) forces and shaped according to state policy.

Actors / 

stakeholders

 Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 Suppliers (incl. new) 

 DSOs

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 BOTAŞ

 Customers

Baseline  Do nothing

Objectives EU objectives  «The internal market in natural gas, … aims to deliver real choice for all 

consumers of the European Union, … so as to achieve efficiency gains, 

competitive prices, and higher standards of service, and to contribute to 

security of supply and sustainability.»

EU specifications  Level playing field for all

 No cross subsidies or price control mechanisms

Turkish objectives  «Liberalization of the natural gas market and thus formation of a financially

sound, stable and transparent markets along with institution of an

independent supervision and control mechanism over the same, so as to

ensure supply of good-quality natural gas at competitive prices to

consumers in a regular and environmentally sound manner under

competitive conditions» (Natural Gas Market Law - Article 1)

 Supports are aimed to be direct rather than indirect
25



Pricing
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Gap: Fair and market based prices

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

Removing gas price controls, stepwise and in pace with 

market opening, in particular in the wholesale market, to 

minimise BOTAŞ influence on sales prices

Constraints  Balance of public accounts

 Macroeconomical development policy

 Customer protection

 Supply security concerns

 Concerns on reflection of infrastructure investments to 

end consumers abruptly
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TSO unbundling
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TSO Unbundling
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Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Gap identification Nature & Extent  BOTAŞ is the classical incumbent vertical integrated undertaking 

(VIU) in the Turkish gas sector while EU regulation requires the 

separation of transmission operations functions from supply 

activities. 

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 BOTAŞ 

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 Turkish DSOs

 Suppliers

 Customers

Baseline  Keep BOTAŞ as it is

Objectives EU objectives  Separation of transmission system operations from VIU.

EU specifications  Remove incentives to discriminate

 Remove cross-subsidies between monopolistic network business 

and competitive parts

 Prevent excessive network tariffs

 Increase transparency and efficiency of tariffs and network access 

regulation

 Strengthen competition in natural gas

Turkish objectives • Powerful and Reliable Energy Infrastructure 

• Natural gas transmission system shall be operated according to 

(n-1) criteria 

• The Ministry with a Strong Corporate Capacity 
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TSO Unbundling
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Gap: Unbundling of BOTAŞ according to EU requirements

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

Clear definition of rules and regulations applying for the 

transmission branch of BOTAŞ in line with one of the 

unbundling models:

1. Full ownership unbundling (OU)

2. Independent Transmission Operator (ITO)

3. Independent System Operator (ISO)

Constraints  NGML defines & targets legal unbundling

 Failed gas contract release, replaced by volume 

release

 Concerns on gas supply security
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DSO unbundling
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DSO Unbundling 

Private and Confidential

Gap: Unbundling of Turkish DSOs according to EU requirements

Gap identification Nature & Extent  Distribution network operations and retail/supply activities are 

integrated, although there is accounting unbundling required and 

applied.

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 Turkish DSOs

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 BOTAŞ 

 Suppliers

 Customers

Baseline  Continue the existing vertically integrated structure at the gas 

distribution level

Objectives EU objectives  Separation of distribution system operations from retail supply 

activities.

EU specifications  Remove incentives to discriminate

 Remove cross-subsidies between monopolistic network business 

and competitive parts

 Prevent excessive network tariffs

 Increase transparency and efficiency of tariffs and network access 

regulation

 Strengthen competition in natural gas

Turkish objectives • …
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DSO Unbundling
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Gap: Unbundling of Turkish DSOs according to EU requirements

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

• Establish independent DSOs in its legal form, 

organization and decision making from other activities,

• Optionally excluding smaller DSOs with less than 

100,000 connected customers

Constraints  Existing greenfield and newly developing regions
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Independent NRA
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Gap: Independence and autonomy of EMRA

Gap identification Nature & Extent  EMRA falls under the MENR as a related institution, giving the 

government indirect passive control over EMRA’s activities which 

is not in alignment with EU Acquis independence and autonomy 

requirements.

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 Suppliers

 Consumers

 Stakeholders

 Not applicable

Baseline  Leave EMRA’s governance and control as it is

Objectives EU objectives  To have a truly independent National Regulatory Authority 

established. 

EU specifications  Promote an effective market opening

 Ensure appropriate conditions for the effective and reliable 

operations

 Eliminate restrictions on trade in natural gas

 Achieve, in the most cost-effective way, efficient non-

discriminatory systems that are consumer oriented

 Facilitate access to the network for new supplies

Turkish objectives • …adequate, high-quality, sustainable, low-cost, environment 

friendly use of energy by customers within a competitive 

environment that has a financially strong, transparent, stable 

energy market operating under autonomous regulation and 

supervision…
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Independent NRA
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Gap: Independence and autonomy of EMRA

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

Restore true independence of EMRA by;

• Appointing the Board Members, the President and the 

Deputy President proportionally across the executive 

and legislative institutions; 

• Ensure an adequate rotation scheme for those;

• Freeing EMRA from passive controls by MENR (which 

was introduced by Decree Law No: 649 Article 45, 

giving all Ministries authority to audit all of the 

operations of its attached, affiliated and related 

institutions).

Constraints • Coordination between institutions

• Role definitions between institutions
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Third Party Access – Import Licensing
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Third Party Access
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Gap: Import licensing requirements

Gap identification Nature & Extent  Licensing requirements and legal limitations for import licenses 

are major barrier for third-party market entrance. 

 Note that the draft NGML no longer includes provisions on 

exclusivity of import contracts.

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 Turkish legislator / government

 EMRA

 Suppliers (incl. new)

 Stakeholders

 BOTAŞ

 Shippers

Baseline  …

Objectives EU objectives  Open and non-discriminatory access to the networks by those 

who do not own the physical network infrastructure 

EU specifications

Turkish objectives • Diversity of optimum source

• New and diversified sources and routes shall be added into 

natural gas imports.  
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Third Party Access
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Gap: Import licensing requirements

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

Removal of import related limitations (in the licensing), i.e. 

by adopting the provisions in the draft NGML

Constraints  ToP obligations of the state owned enterprise BOTAŞ

 Current market mechanisms
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Third Party Access – Tariff Calculation
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Third Party Access
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Gap: Tariff calculation methodology is not transparent

Gap identification Nature & Extent  Transmission access is based on regulated TPA, i.e. potential 

shippers can book capacities under regulated and published tariffs 

by EMRA. 

 However, the regulatory approach applied to calculation of tariffs 

is neither transparent nor published.

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 (Turkish legislator / government)

 EMRA

 BOTAŞ TSO

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 Suppliers

Baseline  No changes to current practices of tariff calculation and 

publication 

Objectives EU objectives  … 

EU specifications

Turkish objectives
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Third Party Access
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Gap: Tariff calculation methodology is not transparent

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

Establish transparent network tariff calculation principles.

Constraints  Difficulty in reflection of seasonal residential 

consumption on capacity products
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Third Party Access – Capacity products 

and CAM
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Third Party Access
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Gap: Capacity products and capacity allocation mechanism

Gap identification Nature & Extent  Transmission capacity portfolio and allocation mechanisms are 

not fully up to EU standards.

Actors / stakeholders  Actors: 

 (Turkish legislator / government)

 EMRA

 BOTAŞ TSO

 Stakeholders

 Shippers

 Suppliers

Baseline  No changes

Objectives EU objectives  … 

EU specifications  Same service to different users under identical contractual 

conditions

 Independent and decoupled booking of capacities

 Market mechanism of capacity allocation

Turkish objectives • Effective Demand Management: Demand side management 

mechanisms shall be implemented in natural gas 
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Third Party Access
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Gap: Capacity products and capacity allocation mechanism

Policy options Regulatory / Non-

regulatory

• Full implementation of the entry-exit model as 

stipulated by EU regulations, including short-term 

capacity products and market based capacity allocation 

(e.g. capacity auctions).

• Establishing a functioning secondary capacity market.

Constraints  IT infrastructure

 Resources of the TSO
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Limited, a UK private company limited by guarantee, and its
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GL’s 2,500 energy experts support customers around the globe in

delivering a safe, reliable, efficient, and sustainable energy

supply. We deliver world-renowned testing, certification and

advisory services to the energy value chain including renewables

and energy efficiency. Our expertise spans onshore and offshore

wind power, solar, conventional generation, transmission and

distribution, smart grids, and sustainable energy use, as well as

energy markets and regulations. Our testing, certification and

advisory services are delivered independent from each other. To

learn more about DNV-GL, please visit www.dnvgl.com.
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This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union.

The content of this publication is the sole responsibility of the consultant and 

can in no way be taken to reflect the views of European Union or MENR.
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